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About This Game

Fight on the front lines of the war between humanity and the hideous Blobs. (Not that anyone has actually seen a Blob up close,
but everyone knows they have tentacles. Surely they’re hideous!) Go on stealth missions, run alien blockades, and investigate

mysterious planets, "aided" by Lloyd, your insufferably obnoxious shipboard computer.

Choice of the Star Captain is the hilarious interactive science-fiction novel where your choices determine how the story
proceeds. The game is entirely text-based--without graphics or sound effects--but powered by the vast, unstoppable power of

your imagination.

For example, suppose Lloyd has just informed you that your ship will crash land on the jungle moon of Cygnus Delta in 93
seconds. What will you do?

A) Call upon your elite piloting skills to escape the moon’s gravity well.
B) Invite Lloyd to land the ship himself, if he’s so smart.

C) Make the prudent choice, and try landing on the moon’s surface instead of attempting a risky escape.
D) Spend the last 93 seconds of your life gleefully smashing Lloyd’s screen with a torque wrench.

Humanity needs you, Star Captain! Will you defeat the Blobs and come home as a war hero? Will you uncover the secret that
sparked the Blob invasion? Will you serve as ambassador and convince the Blobs to spare the human race? The choice is yours.
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A really cool game, the visuals, the gameplay and the music are great.. \u0427\u0442\u043e \u044d\u0442\u043e
\u0442\u0430\u043a\u043e\u0435? \u0417\u0430\u0447\u0435\u043c \u044f \u044d\u0442\u043e
\u043a\u0443\u043f\u0438\u043b?. Remember Castlevania? I remember Castlevania. Remember when Konami decided to
reboot the franchise with a western studio, making it more like a God of War style hack and slash with light puzzle elements?
Well, you better remember because those ones are the only ones you can get on Steam.

The game starts 30 years after the end of Lords of Shadow, and then 30 years again after everything goes wrong. You play as
Simon Belmont, who is now apparently the son of Trevor Belmont, but Trevor is also Dracula's son now, so who's keeping
track?
He's also a red head now, but he's apparently been a red head since the 90s, so what do I know?

After Dracula messes up Simon's crib and whacks his mom, he is raised by mountain people until he's a big hunky boy and
learns to mess dudes up with a whip. Now he intends to slap Dracula across the face with said whip and leave a big ol' red mark
on the guy's face.

Mirror of Fate is kind of like a mix between the older Castlevania games from the late 90s and early 00s, but with a mix of the
combat focus from Lords of Shadow. The problem is, it really doesn't do either all that well.

Mirror of Fate is much more linear than the previous games of its genre, even games of its genre that aren't Castlevania seem to
do the formula better than it. Unlike Lords of Shadow and Lords of Shadow 2, MOF is actually a side scroller with elements
from LOS such as it's combat and...Well. Plot.

The big boy problem here is that it doesn't do enough with it. You're pretty much set down a linear path with a clear objective
marker to where you have to go. But in each area there are little diversions that have a scroll or some kind of upgrade behind it.
Most of the time these are behind a power you need to get, so what happens is you move forward with the plot, get the new
power, then back track to one of the previous areas and just get the power.

Combat isn't that bad, its not like it puts you in an actual knife fight or anything. Thats what I do to the people that trespass.
It takes heavily from the other 2 LOS games, even down to the combo systems and some weapons, especially the whip and
combat cross. You also have other things like blocking, dodging, items, and magical abilities to help with combat. But the
combat isn't really anything to write home about, only about half of the enemies actually react to getting a giant chain in the
face, while the others hyper armor through it until you've done enough damage to actually kill them.

Its over reliance on an already kind of weak combat system is probably the games weakest point. Combat was just kind of
something that happened in the older games, like an enemy was in front of you, so you slap it around a bit. They threw some
real\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665at you from time to time and it was, like, really exciting and tense. Especially in
the much older games where you had a really cool boss at the end of the level.

There are still bosses in this one, but they're just kind of there now. Some of them are reused, and one of them is even just a
quick time event after you fight him 2 or 3 times.

The more I dwell on it, the more it bugs me. I don't know if they were trying to make a throw back to Metroidvania or whatever
you wanted to call it. But the exploration is weak because its 100% back tracking into very small and not very interesting areas,
and the combat is weak because its just LOS combat but with less movement options.
I feel like, if given more time, the devs could have made a pretty great addition to the franchise. The passion is there, don't get
me wrong, its a pretty solid game, but I don't know if it was corporate meddling or one big office peyote trip, but the game, at
least seems, to want best of both worlds, but instead gets none.

Mirror of Farts was originally a 3DS game, so you could say \u201cBut Dirk, it was originally a handheld game, shouldn't you
go easy on it?\u201d
Yeah, you're right.
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But so was Circle of the Moon, Harmony of Dissonance, Aria of Sorrow, Dawn of Sorrow, Portrait of Rune, and Order of
Ecclesia. And each of those are on weaker hardware, but still manage to pull off some pretty impressive things.

But all this crying and foot stomping aside, I still actually kind of liked Mirror of Fate. Sure the combat was simple and the
exploration was lackluster, but it still held my attention to the end. There wasn't a point in the game where I was frustrated or
annoyed. And even with its simplicity, once you get into a rhythm, the combat can be, at the very least, cool looking.

Mirror of Fate is in the LOS universe, which is separated from the other games, so there's some weird things like two characters
being one character, other characters being replaced with new ones, etc. Dracula is a Belmont now, and  Trevor Belmont and
Alucard are both one character.
Simon is now Trevor's son even though they were 200 years apart in the original timeline.
Leon Belmont is gone completely, replaced with MercurySteam's OC Belmont, Gabriel (Who is also Dracula). Its a weird
setting, but not really an offensive one, unless you're a hardcore Castlevania purist, in which I can't really blame you if you don't
like it.

I also liked how the story unfolds basically in reverse, with each character starting further back in the timeline.

Also, Alucard's Wolf form looks really similar to the Beast of Darkness from Berserk. So I doubt that wasn't intentional.

Game's okay, but that's about it. Its pretty impressive what they managed to do with a 3DS game, graphics wise at least. I'd say
pick it up only if you liked the other LOS games. It ties some threads together and introduces some characters that would appear
in LOS2, so that's cool as well.

Castlevania: Konami stopped making these for pachislot machines, gets 6 angry vampire guys out of 47.

Woodpeckers peck trees at fifteen miles per hour.

The curator is guarded by Norton antivirus. . An inexpensive fun little detectivey point and clicky game. Great for fans of other
light hearted murder investigation games such as Ace Attorney and Ghost Trick.

Detective Grimoire features a great cast of characters who are fully voice acted very well. The story is very enjoyable and
should keep you hooked all the way through.

Took me 3 hours to play through and 100% and I believe its well worth the full price and a must buy on sale.. Thouroughly
enjoyed this little artistic game. The idea is so simple and yet very rewarding especially as you get into the groove of bouncing.
You swap the contrast which can invert the gravity and propel you up or down depending if you are in the black or white
environment and if it's opposite of you or not. The game throws a lot of interesting challenges and twists to the basic concept
and they all work well together.

The music accompanying the levels is a great match for the game and I think the devs did a great job on that front. Just
exploring the levels is very rewarding on itself.

The game is relatively short (finished in 2h) but I felt that it would have overstayed its welcome had it been longer so I'd say it is
just long enough. Collecting all the dots and emblems is not super hard and you will respawn close by if you die so the
challenges are rather forgiving and you almost never will be repeating too much of the level which in my opinion is a plus.

The only down side is that sometimes it can be rather difficult to get your bearings and figure out which you want to go with the
inability to zoom out, but as you eventually get the map of the level when you finish it the first time, you can see which areas
you didn't go to and it helps entice you to revisit the level (also good).

If you are looking for a relaxing and enjoyable 2h experience, this game is worth your time. 9/10
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better than cs:go. Bought for 10\u00a2 USD.
Started game.
Typed every letter on the keyboard.
100% achievements in under 1 minute.

Actually played the game for 5 minutes after that.
Saw no point in continuing, the game itself is pointless.
Okay, the point is 27 easy achievements in under 1 minute.
Uninstalled game.
Smiled.

10\/10- Best Uninstall ever.

One less dime to throw in a tip jar at the local Starbucks.

Good times.

The music might be good for recording on a loop, to give your 6 year old kid to play, while they Trick-or-Treat for Halloween,
dressed as a robot or zombie. It should get the people giving out the candy to throw the candy at them quickly, so they just go
away and annoy the next house.

So, there is that.. Only had this game a few minutes! Very difficult to read the fonts used. Too small and not clear. Tried to use
the magnify glass in Windows 10, but it does not work in the game!

The only reason I do not recommend the game, after only a few minutes, is the great difficulty I have in reading the writing
within the game. I am not a young person, and my eyes were tested a few months ago. One of the basic ingrediants of a game is
the ability to read all the writing within it, and for all users (young and old) to be able to follow the instructions.

Please fix!. This is probably the best costume DLC they have released so far. The fan submissions were pretty good and they did
a good job re-creating them in-game!

Made a video so you can see what they look like in the game:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=KFXGxS7Upow. One of the simplest and funniest games I have ever played. With
friends, this is the best cheap experience I have ever had. Burst out laughing after 5 mins. So to sum it up I would say
-Cheap
-Fun
-Simple
. Fun little schmup for fans of classic games like Raptor. Thumbs up!. Time to completion - 4 hours. Taking my time.

An EXTREMELY short puzzle platformer that desperately needs steam workshop support. What is there is fun.
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